Communication and
Language
Books-Growing Frogs,
The Odd Egg-covers all areas of
CL
Jasper’s Beanstalk-days of the
week, bean planting, measuring
height
The Runaway Pea (growing peas)
Titch-growth (comparing)
Spotting and Jotting book (Nonfiction)
A Busy Day for Birds
Saving Mr Hoot
Oi Frog!
Role Play-shop

Mathematics
White Rose- continue with
growing 6, 7, 8-combining two
groups, pairs, measuring length &
time
Building 9 & 10 – making 10,
comparing amounts, building with
shapes, recognising shapes
Shapes in nature & the world
around us
Verbally counting beyond 20

Personal, Social and
Emotional Development
Show sensitivity to their own needs and
others’

Physical Development
Hold a pencil correctly in preparation for
fluent writing using the tripod grip in
almost all cases
Thera putty, orbis play, hamma beads,
tweezers,

Coram life PHSE
Kindness week-

Literacy
Write recognisable letters, most of which
are correctly formed
Spell words by identifying sounds in them
and representing the sounds with a letter
or letters

RE (In line with AMV Somerset Scheme)

Write simple phrases and sentences that
can be read by others

Baptism- naming ceremonies and
traditions in different cultures

Phonics-Phase 3 revision
Predictions of what will be born from
different eggs

Easter- Traditions in different cultures

Making non-fiction bird books

Spring
Growing and Birds
Understanding the World
Explore the Natural World around them
making observations and drawing
pictures of animals and plants
Egg display, observing seed & plant
growth, observing tadpole growth
Describe their immediate environment
using knowledge from observation,
discussion, stories, non-fiction books
and maps

Expressive Arts and Design
Being imaginative & expressive
Perform songs, rhymes and stories with
others and when appropriate move in
time to music
I’m a Little tadpole, I’m a Little Seed,
Storytelling-Wide Mouse Frog
Creating with materials-collage with
seeds & beans, sculpture, use of paint of
plants, birds, observations, making frogs,
nest making.
Frome Window Wonderland (Kindness)

Writing, producing & performing their own
rhyming book

Vocabulary
Frog spawn, tadpole, frog, adult,
baby, child, egg, hatch, nest,
lifecycle, chick, seed,
germination, root, stem, shoot,
flower, seedling
PPA plans
Wk 1 – window wonderland
Wk 2- plant beans
Wk 3- binoculars
Wk 4 – bird feeders
Wk 5- making frogs
Wk 6- planting/seed bombs

